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Why Broadcast Global Emergency from Social Media Platform? 

Social Media is the only Nuclear platform  ( when everything has failed) to communicate entire 

people of the world including the Chief of UN Administration ( UN-SG)-–for having their exclusive 

Jurisdiction to designate First Global Mi Lord with Bench of Justice, within Good enough Time frame 

of Two weeks in Digital Era( Starting Date…) 

This is a Law Bound Emergency –because—entire world including Chief of UN with Administration of 

UN Charter are legally Deadlocked within framework of the highest Constitution of UN Charter. So, 

entire world is law-bound to continue as it is Endlessly.  

Over twenty years, Already Agreed & Accepted by Highest Administration  of UN & its 193 Member 

Nations ( Government)—Burning on-going Roots of Human Generations/ Children –is beyond control 

of any Mighty Law/Power PLUS  Within highest Constitution of UN Charter framework this very very 

severe SMART Crime is Legal.  Thus they are law-bound to continue as it is, whatever worst 

consequences may be, with Dead silence. 

Because both organizations are totally funded from Public Purse Money—lawfully enforced collected 

entire Tax money, Its essential LEGAL requirement for UN Chief to officially receive legally endorsed 

Remedies from its Member Nation to get implemented, within his relevant solo jurisdiction. This is 

possible–only when the Public extends its On-going Collective Public Consent for UN Law 

Administration to Justice Administration—to designate First Global Mi Lord.. 

All signatories 193 UN Member Nations will remain dead silent unless & until receive letter from UN 

Chief to forward legally endorsed Remedies, to avoid being defaulter to violate Laws of UN Charter 

& same way UN Chief can never issue such letter for being defaulter ( Anti Treaty Agreement). 

On-going Wheel of SMART Crime , is grossly obvious evidential proof that Existence of Human 

Generations on Earth is, on Law enforced automatic mode of Fast-Track destined to join Dinosaur. 

Background of World accepted Evidential proofs with continued progress over twenty years, to 

reach this point to protect our Generations in legal way, with essential process to Designate First  

Global Mi Lord within Two weeks are justified on my website www.legalmandate.com 


